our story
dehydration relief

DripDrop wasn’t invented by a beverage company. Or a pharmaceutical company. Or any company for that matter. It was invented on a relief mission by a doctor treating life-threatening cases of dehydration. When he saw how quickly patients recovered, without the use of an IV, he thought... why shouldn’t everyone have this?

And that’s why DripDrop, born of relief, is now available to you.

As an oral rehydration solution (ORS), every stick of DripDrop is meticulously formulated for fast absorption, making dehydration recovery as effective as an IV—without the excess sugar in sports drinks.

Everything you need, nothing you don’t.

elite early adopters
- NFL, NBA, NHL, NCAA, MLS
- US Special Operations Forces
- All branches of the US Military

Berry                        Part #61407
Lemon                        Part #61406
Watermelon                  Part #61408
oral rehydration solutions

a scientific breakthrough

- First used in 1969 and backed by 50 years of scientific research
- Faster, safer, and cheaper than IV therapy
- Helped reduce diarrhea-related deaths by 54% in the last decade, from 1.3M in 2000 to 600,000 in 2013

A did you know?
The lower the osmolarity, the quicker the absorption

osmolarity

DripDrop 235
IV 304
Sports Drink 355

How does it work?
The precise ORS formula contains sodium, glucose, potassium, and magnesium. When the right ratio of glucose and sodium are present, the body can absorb water faster. DripDrop's low osmolarity, along with this precise ratio of glucose and sodium, accelerates the rate at which water is absorbed by the body—reversing dehydration faster.

An ORS with great taste
Historically, the higher relative electrolyte levels in ORS—like sodium—have resulted in poor taste that has prevented it from broader use. By solving the taste problem, DripDrop is the most highly effective oral rehydration solution known to medical science, made available to anyone in immediate need of dehydration relief.
everything you need
nothing you don’t

DripDrop ORS also includes the following critical ingredients:

- **K⁺**: aids muscles and nerves in exercise
- **Mg**: improves oxygen uptake in muscles
- **Zinc**: helps repair tissue after exercise
- **Citrate**: neutralizes lactic acid after exercise

NSF Certified • All Natural Colors & Flavors • Non-GMO • No Preservatives • Gluten Free
what people are saying

"[After introducing DripDrop ORS]... we saw a 90% reduction in IV’s administered."
– USAF Ground Combat Readiness Training Center

For annual training, our Battalion went to FT Polk, LA for 3 weeks during late July/early August. When Soldiers came in with signs of dehydration, heat cramps, or heat exhaustion, Drip Drop worked in rehydrating them and getting them back in the fight without having to stick them with an IV which greatly increased our medical effectiveness.
– Senior Medic, Iowa National Guard

Not only does DripDrop work the best, it tastes better too. Unlike other salty hydration products, our players love drinking DripDrop.
– San Francisco 49ers Coach